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ABSTRACT

ARTICLE HISTORY

Substantial progress of the time-dependent density matrix renormalisation group (t-DMRG) method
in the recent 15 years is reviewed in this paper. By integrating the time evolution with the sweep
procedures in density matrix renormalisation group (DMRG), t-DMRG provides an efficient tool for
real-time simulations of the quantum dynamics for one-dimensional (1D) or quasi-1D strongly correlated systems with a large number of degrees of freedom. In the illustrative applications, the t-DMRG
approach is applied to investigate the nonadiabatic processes in realistic chemical systems, including
exciton dissociation and triplet fission in polymers and molecular aggregates as well as intersystem
crossing in pyrazine molecule.
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1. Introduction
The density matrix renormalisation group (DMRG)
method, invented by White in 1992 [1], has nowadays
been considered as a well-established numerical method
of studying one-dimensional (1D) strongly correlated
quantum systems. DMRG uses the eigenvalues of the subsystem’s reduced density matrix as the decimation criterion of the Hilbert space and keeps a fixed number (M) of
renormalised states during the enlargement of the system,
and thus it can be efficiently applied to very large 1D systems. Low-energy equilibrium properties of both bosonic
and fermionic 1D and quasi-1D many-body systems can
be calculated at almost machine precision and comparatively low computational cost by virtue of using DMRG.
Recent efforts have advanced DMRG successfully working in some two-dimensional (2D) systems. For example, the ground state of 2D spin-1/2 Kagome lattice was
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evidenced to be fully gapped [2], and the composite
fermions on a 2D electron gas under a strong magnetic
field are determined to be massless Dirac particles [3]
by DMRG calculations. In the recent two decades, the
applicability of DMRG has gone successfully beyond theoretical condensed matter physics, and was extended to
a wide range of fields ranging from statistical mechanics [4] to quantum chemistry [5–11] as well as quantum
information theory [12,13]. The readers can find extensive reviews on DMRG in Refs. [14–17].
Following the success of DMRG for finding the
true equilibrium or steady-state quantities, many timedependent variants of DMRG (t-DMRG) [18–36] have
also been developed in the recent 15 years to explore
the real-time quantum dynamics of 1D strongly correlated systems. These developments provide useful tools
to understand how the quantum many-body systems
response to the external time-dependent perturbations
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and to calculate their dynamics far from equilibrium.
The t-DMRG method was firstly introduced by Cazalilla
and Marston [18] in 2002 and then later improved by
Luo, et al. [19] and Schmitteckert [21] as well as Feiguin
and White [22], Dutta and Ramasesha [24] to exploit
the real-time dynamics in quantum many-body systems
out of equilibrium. They used a static t-DMRG scheme,
in which the truncated Hilbert space for approximating |(t = 0) is gradually enlarged with the evolving
time to ensure a large overlap with the exact result of
|(t). Obviously, the deviation of |(t) from |(t =
0) increasing with the evolving time, and accordingly
more and more states are necessary to be kept in the
truncated Hilbert space as time evolves. Therefore, the
static t-DMRG scheme suffers from a great limitation that
the computational costs would be very expensive or prohibitive for long-time simulations.
In order to simulate the quantum dynamics of 1D
strongly correlated systems more efficiently, in 2004
White and Feiguin [25] and Daley et al. [26] proposed
t-DMRG using adaptive Hilbert spaces (later termed as
the adaptive t-DMRG), in which one fixes the size of the
truncated Hilbert space, but tries to change it as time
evolves so that this adapted space can describe |(t) to a
very good approximation. Such adaptive t-DMRG methods are mainly based on the time-evolving block decimation (TEBD) algorithm [37,38], and the key ingredient of TEBD-based methods is a Suzuki-Trotter [39,40]
splitting of the Hamiltonian to the individual terms Ĥ =

i ĥi . When these terms are local, the propagation operator eiĤt can be applied efficiently to the DMRG wavefunction. Such an adaptive t-DMRG method has been
successfully applied to the studies of spin-charge separation in cold Fermi gases [41], dynamical quasicondensation of hard-core Bosons at finite momenta [42], and farfrom-equilibrium properties of interacting nanostructures [43], as well as many others [44–56].
Unfortunately, the TEBD idea is not applicable to
Hamiltonians with long-range interactions, which appear
in quasi-2D systems or quantum chemistry applications
as well as system-bath problems. For system-bath problems, in 2008 one of the authors (H.M.) [27] and the
other one (Y.Y.) [28] and their colleagues independently
combined the adaptive t-DMRG with Ehrenfest dynamics to implement real-time quantum simulations for an
electron-phonon model at the mean field level. Later in
2010, Prior et al. [29] combined an exact analytical mapping of the problem onto an effective 1D system and
the adaptive t-DMRG to implement real-time simulation for strong system-bath interactions at the full quantum dynamics level. This has been successfully applied
to study the ultrafast electronic processes in organic

condensed phase with a large number of vibrational
modes [57,58].
Recent advances of the theory about matrix product state (MPS) [59–61] and matrix product operator
(MPO) [62,63] have also been incorporated into t-DMRG
for more efficient propagation of a quantum state by
Haegeman et al. [31,32] and Zaletel et al. [33]. They
have shown that, the MPS representation of the t-DMRG
wavefunction based on time-dependent variational principle (TDVP) [64,65] or an approximation of the evolution operator in terms of MPO, can greatly simplify the
procedures for the time propagation of the many-body
wavefunction and does not rely on the form of the Hamiltonians, expanding the toolbox of studying general quantum dynamics for systems beyond 1D topologies and
Hamiltonians containing long-range interactions.
In this short overview, we will briefly review the developments of t-DMRG in the last 15 years since its invention by Cazalilla and Marstonin in 2002 [18]. We will first
introduce the basic ideas in MPS and DMRG, and then
discuss the detailed schemes of t-DMRG and its many
variants as well as its recent applications on electronphonon systems. Finally, we will give a brief summary and
outlook.

2. Matrix product state (MPS) and density
matrix renormalisation group (DMRG)
Here, we give a brief introduction to MPS and DMRG. For
their details, we refer the readers to the excellent reviews
[14–17].

2.1. MPS
Let us first assume a 1D quantum lattice of L sites, in
which each site i=1, 2, … , L has a d-dimensional local
state space {σ i }. A most general description for a quantum state on this lattice is
|ψ =



cσ1 ,σ2 ,...,σL |σ1  ⊗ |σ2  ⊗ . . . ⊗ |σL ,

(1)

σ1 ...,σL

where the number of full configurations |σ 1 ࣹ|σ 2 
ࣹ...ࣹ|σ L  and their coefficients cσ1 ,σ2 ,...,σL is dL , exponentially increasing with the system size L.
If we reshape the state vector cσ1 ,σ2 ,...,σL with the
dimension dL into a matrix  of dimension d × dL − 1
(σ1 ,(σ2 ,...,σL ) = cσ1 ,σ2 ,...,σL ), a singular value decomposition (SVD) can lead to
σ1 ,(σ2 ,...,σL ) =


a1

Uσ1 ,a1 Sa1 Va†1 ,(σ2 ,...,σL ) ,

(2)
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where the U-matrix has dimension d × d. At the next
step, we can define a new matrix (a1 σ2 ),(σ3 ,...,σL ) =
Sa1 Va†1 ,(σ2 ,...,σL ) with a dimension (d2 × dL − 2 ), where the
row dimension may be smaller if singular values of the
previous SVD happen to be zero. This can be decomposed
again with an SVD as follows:
(a1 σ2 ),(σ3 ,...,σL ) =
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with the dimension of the U-matrix being d2 ×
d2 . Through successive SVD decompositions, one can
obtain




Uσ1 ,a1 U(a1 σ2 ),a2 . . . U(aL−1 σL ),1 |σ1 

σ1 ...,σL a1 ,...,aL−1

⊗|σ2  ⊗ . . . ⊗ |σL .

(4)

In order to simplify the notation, one can define d matrii
ces Aσi for each site by Aσai−1
,ai = U(ai−1 ,σi ),ai , and then the
quantum state reads
|ψ =



(6)

(3)

a2

|ψ =

Below we will briefly show how to iteratively optimise
A matrices. The key notion in the MPS-DMRG framework is that of local updates [62]. Instead of modifying
an Aσi matrix directly, one can introduce an additional
matrix C into the MPS:
σi

Aσ1 Aσ2 . . . Aσn CAσn+1 . . . AσL .
U(a1 ,σ2 ),a2 Sa2 Va†2 ,(σ3 ,...,σL ) ,

3

Aσ1 Aσ2 . . . AσL |σ1  ⊗ |σ2  ⊗ . . . ⊗ |σL .

σ1 ...σL

(5)
One should note that the dimensions of Aσ1 , . . . , AσL
are 1 × d, d × d2 , … , dL/2 − 1 × dL/2 , dL/2 × dL/2 − 1 , … ,
d2 × d and d × 1, respectively. For many systems of
interests, dL/2 will be too huge and accordingly the exact
MPS representation will be intractable for L ࣙ16 (d=4) or
L ࣙ32 (d=2). Under such circumstances, efficient
approximations for Aσi matrices become necessary.

2.2. DMRG
To overcome the difficulty in MPS representation for large
L, one can impose constraints on the dimensions of Aσi
matrices to be no larger than a fixed number of M (usually
from 101 to 104 , far less than dL/2 ). Now the main task of
the determination of an MPS wave function is to optimise
d × L Aσi matrices. But this is still computationally infeasible because optimising d × L matrices simultaneously is
a non-linear problem. However, it can be reduced to a linear problem by the DMRG sweep algorithm [1], by which
the variational parameters in the MPS wave function can
be variationally determined by just iteratively optimising one or two of the matrices Ai while keeping all other
matrices fixed. Usually the M is fixed by a specific number, or dynamically adjusted in a dynamical block state
selection (DBSS) protocol [66].

We directly modify only the matrix C which simplifies
the local optimisation problem as C is just an ordinary
matrix. To introduce the local degrees of freedom, say for
the |σ n  states, we expand the basis for Aσn . That is, the
M × M-dimensional matrices Aσn are replaced by the

M × dM-dimensional matrices A σn


Aiσj n = δi×d+σn , j ,

(7)

and we introduce the dM × M-dimensional matrix
Ci×d+σn ,k = Aσikn .

(8)

Such a transformation does not change any physics of the

quantum state, as A σn C = Aσn . Similarly, one can expand
the basis for the Aσn+1 matrix on the right side of C simultaneously, in order to optimise two Aσi matrix at once.
Using the centre matrix C in Equation (8) as an input
to an eigensolver for the ground state of the Hamiltonian, one can get the new optimised C matrix at site n.
The optimisation for Aσn can be accomplished by Aσn =

A σn U , in which the dM × M-dimensional matrix U can
be obtained from an SVD (C = UDV†). It should be noted
that U and V matrices can be also calculated as the eigenvectors of the reduced density matrices (RDMs) ρ L =
CC† and ρ R = C†C for the left (|σ 1 ࣹ...ࣹ|σ n ) and right
(|σ n + 1 ࣹ...ࣹ|σ L ) subsystems, and this is why such a
method is termed as DMRG.
We can repeat the above operations for sites n + 1,
n + 2, … , until L − 1 to optimise Aσn+1 , Aσn+2 , … , and
AσL−1 successively. After the end of this right half-sweep
(growth of the left subsystem and shrinkage of the right
subsystem), one can reverse the optimisation direction
by starting the left half-sweep (shrinkage of the left subsystem and growth of the right subsystem), as shown in
Figure 1.
The operations in left sweep is similar to those in right
sweep, but the main difference is that the introduction of
the the centre matrix C in Equation (6) is used for the
update of Aσn+1 instead of Aσn . In such cases, we expand
the basis for the Aσn+1 matrix on the right side of C, i.e. the

dM × M-dimensional matrices A σn+1


Aiσj n+1 = δi, j×d+σn+1 ,

(9)
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σ

Figure . (a) Graphical representation of a matrix product state (MPS) constituent, a matrix Aabn , its conjugate, and of an MPS. Note that
on the ﬁrst and last sites, the matrices reduce to row and column vectors (one horizontal leg only). The evaluation rule is to contract over
all connected legs. (b) Graphic representation of the left half-sweep DMRG iterations. (c) Graphic representation of the right half-sweep
DMRG iterations. The red circle denotes the active site.

and the M × dM-dimensional matrix
Ck, j×d+σn+1 = Aσk n+1
j

(10)

are introduced. With the optimised C through the eigensolution for the ground state of the Hamiltonian, one can

optimise Aσn+1 by Aσn+1 = V † A σn+1 , where the dM × Mdimensional matrix V can be obtained from an SVD (C =
UDV†) or the eigen-solution for ρ R = C†C. Similarly, one
can repeat the above operations for sites n, n − 1, … , until
2 to optimise Aσn , Aσn−1 , … , and Aσ2 successively. After
the end of this left half-sweep, one can reverse the optimisation direction again by starting the right half-sweep,
as shown in Figure 1. Usually, a complete shrinkage and
growth sequence for both subsystems is called a sweep,
including a left half-sweep and a right half-sweep.
The sweeping through the system is continued until
energy (or, more precisely, the wave function) converges.
The intuitive motivation for this (in practice highly successful) procedure is that after several sweeps, all Aσi
matrices in Equation (5) have been optimised in the presence of an ever improved embedding and finally they
arrived at self-consistency.

3. Static time-dependent density matrix
renormalisation group
In 2002, Cazalilla and Marston (CM) [18] firstly proposed to evolve the quantum state by integrating the timedependent Schrödinger equation within the truncated
Hilbert space after a standard DMRG calculation to the
Hamiltonian Ĥ(t = 0). In their static t-DMRG framework, the initial state is chosen to be the ground state

of the unperturbed truncated Hamiltonian (Ĥtrunc ), i.e.
DMRG
. Then a time-dependent pertur|(t = 0) = |GS
bation, Ĥ  (t ), is added to Ĥtrunc , and the time-dependent
Schrödinger equation is integrated forward in time:
i

∂
|(t ) = [(Ĥtrunc − E0 ) + Ĥ  (t )]|(t ), (11)
∂t

where E0 is the ground state energy of Ĥtrunc . Forward integration can be numerically carried out by
step-size adaptive methods such as fourth-order Runge–
Kutta (RK4) integration based on the infinitesimal timeevolution operator. In RK4 algorithm, the new state at
time t + t can be calculated by:
|(t + t ) 

1
[|χ1  + 2|χ2  + 2|χ3  + |χ4 ] + O(t 5 ),
6

(12)
where the four intermediate vectors are:
|χ1  = t (Ĥ(t ) − E0 )|(t ),


|χ2  = t (Ĥ(t + t/2) − E0 ) |(t ) +

|χ3  = t (Ĥ(t + t/2) − E0 ) |(t ) +


1
|χ1  ,
2

1
|χ2  ,
2

|χ4  = t (Ĥ(t + t ) − E0 )[|(t ) + |χ3 ].

(13)

As an alternative to integrating the time-dependent
Schrödinger equation numerically, Schmitteckert [21]
proposed the direct application of the time-evolution
operator U(t)=exp(−iĤ(t )t/) to obtain the new
quantum state |(t + t) = U(t)|(t). Although the
exact determination of exp(−iĤ(t )t/) is infeasible for
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Figure . Unitary transformations for various standard system-bath Hamiltonians to D chain-like Hamiltonians with only nearest neighbor interactions. For example, (a) the standard spin-Boson Hamiltonian where the two spin states have the same couplings with the
phonon bath; (b) chemical systems where the two electronic states have diﬀerent couplings with the phonon bath; and (c) the dimer
model which have two diﬀerent baths.

large matrix dimensions, one can calculate the action of a
matrix exponential on a state vector very similar to Lanczos sparse matrix diagonalisation [67]. In detail, one can
use standard DMRG to calculate the m lowest eigenstates
| i  for Ĥ(t ), i.e. Ĥ(t )| j  = E j | j , and represent the
new state at time t + t by

P̂ =

m−1


|

j 

j |,

(14)

j=0

|(t + t ) =

m−1


e−i(Em −E0 )t |

j 

j |(t )

j=0

+ e−i(Ĥ(t )−E0 )t (1 − P̂)|(t ),

(15)

in which the sparse matrix exponential is only operated
on the subspace orthogonal to the m lowest eigenstates,
and the ground-state energy E0 is introduced to reduce
the amplitude of the oscillations by making the diagonal
elements of Ĥ smaller.
Besides using the eigenstates of the Hamiltonian
as the basis for the expansion of |(t), the operation of large matrix exponential has also been recently
utilised through forming the Krylov subspace by successive Gram–Schmidt orthonormalisation of the set
{|, −iĤt|, (−iĤt )2 |, . . .} [23], or expanding

the time-evolution operator in Chebyshev polynomials
[36].
Because the truncated Hilbert space in the static tDMRG scheme of CM [18] is not updated during the
time evolution, the critical factor for the validity of this
approach is that the truncated space for the ground
state of the t = 0 Hamiltonian Ĥ(t = 0) will be capable of representing the states that will be visited by the
time-dependent Hamiltonian Ĥ(t ) during time evolution [14]. However, this assumption breaks down in many
applications [19]. In order to improve this situation,
Luo, 
et al. [19] and Schmitteckert [21] suggested using
t
ρ̂ = Ni=0
αi |(ti )(ti )| (the weight factors α i fulfilling ࢣα i =1), a density matrix that is given by a superposition of states at different times of the evolution, is
much more accurate. Even so, the deviation of |(t)
from |(t = 0) increases with the evolving time, and
accordingly more and more states are necessary to be
kept in the truncated Hilbert space during time evolution.
Such high demanding for the computational costs greatly
prevents the static t-DMRG from long-time simulations.
While the approaches by Luo, et al. [19] and
Schmitteckert [21] targeted the entire range of simulation
time during the construction of RDMs of the subsystems,
requiring more RDM eigenstates to be kept and slowing
the calculation, Feiguin and White argued that targeting

6
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only a small interval of time (t → t + t) by
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1
1
ρ̂ = |(t )(t )| + |(t + t/3)(t + t/3)|
3
6
1
+ |(t + 2t/3)(t + 2t/3)|
6
1
+ |(t + t )(t + t )|
(16)
3
can significantly improve the t-DMRG accuracy with an
application in calculating the excitation spectrum of the
Heisenberg ladder [22]. Such a scheme was also recently
applied to compute the complex polarisation function
in linear hydrogen chains with ab initio Hamiltonians
by Ronca et al. [68] However, it was found that the
state average scheme including wave functions at different time steps can be counterproductive in some cases. It
is explained by the fact that |(t) at the beginning of a
time step, represented in the renormalised basis at time t,
becomes approximated by the renormalised basis at time
t + t at the end of the time step, introducing an error in
the representation of the initial state. Thus, Ronca et al.
[68] suggested to use independent MPS to describe states
at different times.

4. Adaptive time-dependent density matrix
renormalisation group
4.1. Basic algorithm
In order to improve the accuracy for the operation of
time-evolution operator and the representation of the
time-evolving states within a truncated space, in 2004
Daley et al. [26] and White and Feiguin [25] proposed
the adaptive t-DMRG method, which is an extension
of standard DMRG using Vidal’s TEBD algorithm [38].
Time evolution in the adaptive t-DMRG is generated
using the Trotter-Suzuki decomposition of the timeevolution operator U(t) = exp(−iĤ(t )t/). Assuming the Hamiltonian operator can be decomposed into
a sum of local terms ĥn that live only on neighbour
ing sites n and n + 1, i.e. Ĥ = Nn=1 ĥn , U(t) can be
approximated by an nth-order Trotter-Suzuki decomposition [40], e.g. to second order,
U (t ) =



Un (t/2)

n∈even

+ O(t 3 ).


n∈odd

Un (t )



Un (t/2)

n∈even

(17)

The Un (t) are the infinitesimal time-evolution operators exp(−iĥn (t )t/) on 1D neighbouring sites n and
n + 1. The ordering within the even or odd products
does not matter, because ‘even’ and ‘odd’ operators commute among themselves. Then we can incorporate the

implementations of these operators Un (t) successively
to some state |ψ into finite-system DMRG sweeps [1,14].
Each operator Un (t) is applied at a finite-system DMRG
step with sites n and n + 1 being the active sites, i.e. where
sites n and n + 1 are represented without truncation. For
example, in a L-site 1D chain, by using the notions of MPS
[59–61] and MPO [62,63], it is easy to describe the new
state after the operation of Un (t) by
Un (t )| =

 

σ1 ...σL
σn σn+1

 ,σ σ
Un (t )σn σn+1
A1 [σ1 ] . . .
n n+1


] . . . AL [σL ]|σ1 . . .
An [σn ]An+1 [σn+1

. . . σL 
σn σn+1

(18)

without any additional error, because Un (t) only acts on
the part of Hilbert space (|σ n |σ n + 1 ) which is exactly
represented. Similar to conventional DMRG, in order
to prevent the exponential growth of matrix dimension
for continuing the finite-system sweep, DMRG truncations must be carried out. But differently, the adaptive
t-DMRG uses Un (t)| as the target state instead of
| to build the reduced density matrix. At the end of
several sweeps, when all the local time-evolution operators have been applied successively to (t), one can get
the new wavefunction (t + t) for the time t + t,
and continue to longer times. In the context of 1D electronic and bosonic systems, the adaptive t-DMRG has
been found to be a highly reliable method, for example in
the context of spin-charge separation in cold Fermi gases
[41], dynamical quasicondensation of hard-core Bosons
at finite momenta [42], and far-from-equilibrium properties of interacting nanostructures [43], as well as many
others [44–56].
4.2. Algorithm for electron-phonon systems
In reality, no quantum system is completely isolated
from its surroundings, thus every quantum system is
open to an environmental bath, which leads to dissipation. Environment-induced dissipation and coherence/
decoherence play a crucial role in ultrafast optoelectronic processes in biological photosynthetic systems and
organic semiconductors [57,69–73]. Therefore, the incorporation of the system-bath interaction into t-DMRG
simulations becomes a necessity for systems embedded
in a non-negligible environment.
A simple way to deal with dephasing and relaxation
is to integrate Lindblad or Bloch-Redfield master equations based on the assumptions of weak system-bath coupling and the Markov approximation. For example, Cai
and Barthel recently implemented the adaptive t-DMRG
to evolve the Lindblad master equation to investigate
the decoherence in spin-1/2 chains with uniform local
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couplings to a Markovian environment [50]. However,
the assumption that the correlation time of the environments is much faster than that of the system dynamics
is frequently not justified in many realistic systems, and
moreover, in the limit of slow bath dynamics, perturbative
treatments of the system-bath coupling cannot be used
even if this coupling is intrinsically weak [29].
Another economic solution is to use mixed quantumclassical dynamics, in which the whole system is separated into two parts: a fast varying, quantum mechanical part (for example, electrons (x)) and a slowly varying
part (for the much heavier nuclei (y)) at the classical limit
[74]. One of the popular approaches for mixed quantumclassical dynamics is Ehrenfest mean-field method, in
which the classical part is under the force of a mean-field
generated by the quantum part. The simplest propagation
equation reads
∂
|(x, t ) = Ĥ(x, y, t )|(x, t ),
∂t
ÿ(t ) = ∇yVE (y(t )),
i

(20)

It should be noted that the gradient of Ehrenfest meanfield potential ࢟y VE (y(t)) can be calculated analytically
or numerically, depending on the formula of the Hamiltonian. For a Su–Schrieffer–Heeger–Hubbard model, H.M.
[27] and Y.Y. [28] and their colleagues derived the analytical formula for the potential gradient, and then implemented real-time simulations by virtue of iteratively
evolving the electronic wavefunction by the adaptive tDMRG method and moving the nuclei by the classical mechanics. This t-DMRG-based Ehrenfest mean-field
dynamics approach has been successfully applied to the
study of the charge carrier dynamics in conjugated polymers under external fields [27,28,75–79].
Strong system-bath couplings require a full quantum
treatment of both the system freedoms and the bath ones,
but the system-bath Hamiltonian is usually not in the
form of 1D chain with only nearest-neighbour hopping,
which is a prerequisite for the adaptive t-DMRG simulation. In 2010, Chin et al. [80] proved that, by using
the properties of orthogonal polynomials, it is possible
to have an exact unitary transformation that maps the
Hamiltonian of a quantum system coupled linearly to a
continuum of bosonic or fermionic modes
Ĥ = Ĥsystem + Ĥbath + V̂s-b
 νmax
dνg(ν )a†ν aν
= Ĥsystem +
0

 νmax
0

dνh(ν )Â(a†ν + aν )

(21)

to a Hamiltonian that describes a 1D chain with only
nearest-neighbour interactions
Ĥ  = Ĥsystem + c0 Â(b0 + b†0 )
+

∞


(ωn b†n bn + tn b†n+1 bn + tn b†n bn+1 ),

(22)

n=0

as schematized in Figure 2. This theory was then suggested to be combined with the adaptive t-DMRG algorithm for efficient simulation of strong system-bath interactions by Prior et al. [29]. Such an adaptive t-DMRG
approach with a prerequisite mapping transformation for
the Hamiltonian has been recently successfully applied to
study the ultrafast electronic processes in organic condensed phase with a large number of vibrational modes
[57,58].

(19)

where the Ehrenfest mean-field potential is calculated by
VE (y(t )) = (x, t )|Ĥ(x, y, t )|(x, t ).

+

7

5. Time-evolving MPS
Using the language of MPS and MPO, t-DMRG has also
been re-formulated recently by Haegeman et al. [31,32]
for studying time evolution based on TDVP [64,65].
Because the decomposition of the Hamiltonian into many
local terms by TEBD is not required by such a formulation, it can be coped with arbitrary Hamiltonians,
including those with long-range interactions and higherdimensional problems with short-ranged interactions.
Here we will briefly introduce the procedures in this
formulation. If one uses the MPS representation of the
DMRG wavefunction as in Equation (5) with the centre active site n, the time evolution can be obtained by
only making AC (n) time-dependent and letting it satisfy
ȦC (n, t ) = −iĤ(n)AC (n, t ), where Ĥ(n) is the one-site
effective Hamiltonian as defined in Figure 3. Thus, we can
evolve AC (n) by
AC (n, t ) = e−iĤ(n)t AC (n, 0).

(23)

Similarly, the C matrix in Equation (8) can be evolved by
C(n, t ) = e+iK̂(n)t C(n, 0),

(24)

where K̂(n) is the zero-site effective Hamiltonian as
defined in Figure 3. The evolution of C in Equation (24)
can be interpreted as an evolution backwards in time.
The detailed evolution of the total MPS from t to t +
t can be accomplished by stating with n=1 and repeating the following steps: Evolve AC (n, t) according to in
Equation (23) for a time step δt. Factorise the updated
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Electrons couple to the phonons via electrostatic interaction between the electron and nucleus, such that the
exciton dynamics and charge transportation are heavily
modulated by the phonons. In detail, the fast-vibration
modes influence the quantum coherence of excitons and
charges, and the slow-vibration modes serve as the origin of self-trapping effect which induces either spatially localised polarons or dynamic disorders depending on the electron-phonon coupling strength. The former should obviously be treated quantum-mechanically,
while the latter is commonly simplified into classical
phonons. Below we will briefly introduce three examples
of our t-DMRG simulations for electron-phonon systems.
6.1. Dissociation of a triplet exciton in a polymer
chain

Figure . (a) Graphical representation of a matrix product opera


tor (MPO) Ĥ = W σ1 σ1 W σ2 σ2 . . . W σL σL . (b) Graphical representation
of a one-site eﬀective Hamiltonian Ĥ(n). (c) Graphical representation of a zero-site eﬀective Hamiltonian K̂ (n), which can be easily
computed from Ĥ(n).

AC (n, t + t) = AL (n, t + t)C(n, t + t). Evolve C(n, t
+ t) backwards in time according to Equation (24) and
generate AC (n + 1, t) = C(n, t)AR (n + 1, t). Usually one
defines a half-sweep or a complete sweep (left and right)
for updating all A matrices as a single time integration
step for t.
Another effective method to study time evolution of
long-range interacted systems in the context of MPS
is using MPO. If a long-ranged Hamiltonian Ĥ has a
compact MPO approximation for time evolution operator Û (t ) = e−it Ĥ , then the time evolution can be efficiently simulated by successively applying the MPO to the
MPS. In 2015, Zaletel et al. [33] proposed an approach
to construct such time-evolving MPOs. In many cases,
it is difficult to find a compact MPO approximation for
Û (t ). But it is still possible to implement efficient realtime evolution of long-range interacted systems though
Runge-Kutta numerical integration by applying Ĥ instead
of Û (t ) to the wavefunction (t) according to Equations (12) and (13), if one can find a compact MPO representation for Ĥ.

6. Applications of t-DMRG on electron-phonon
systems
Organic molecular systems are always associated with
complicated vibrational spectrum (phonon structures).

Singlet fission, the quantum mechanical process by which
a singlet exciton splits into two distinct triplet excitons,
has recently attracted lots of research interests due to its
proposed use for carrier multiplication in organic solar
cells (OSCs) [81]. However, the dissociation mechanism
of the triplet exciton is still quite few, in contrast to the
intense study for the dissociation of singlet excitons. In
this part, we show our t-DMRG numerical simulations
for the triplet exciton dissociation in a polymer chain.
We model a donor/acceptor heterojunction interface
structure with a 100-site 1D chain, composing of a 84site conjugated polymer coupled with an 8-site 1D electron donor molecule at the left side and an 8-site 1D electron acceptor molecule at the right side. The 1D chain
involving both electron and classical phonons could be
described by a Su-Schrieffer-Heeger (SSH) model plus the
extended Hubbard model [27,28,75–79]. The π-electron
part includes both the electron-phonon and the electron–
electron interactions,

tn,n (cn† ,σ cn,σ + h.c.)
He = −
n,n ,σ



U †
1
1
†
cn,σ cn,σ −
cn,−σ
cn,−σ −
2 n,σ
2
2



1
1
+
cn† ,σ  cn ,σ  −
cn,σ −
cn,σ
+V
2
2
n,n ,σ,σ 

†
+
μn cn,σ
cn,σ
(25)
+

n,σ

where tn,n is the hopping integral between the n-th site
and the n -th site, while U is the on-site Coulomb interaction and V denotes the nearest-neighbour electron–
electron interaction. n, n  denotes the summation over
nearest-neighbouring sites. μn is the on-site potential
introduced to tune the electron affinity of the n-th site,
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Figure . Time evolution of the spin density on the polymer chain.

therefore it is set as zero for the central polymer chain
(n = 9, 10, … , 92) and it will be positive for the left electron donor molecule and negative for the right electron
acceptor molecule. The phonon Hamiltonian is described
as
K
M 2
u̇ ,
(u j+1 − u j )2 +
Hp =
2 j
2 j j

(26)

where K is the elastic constant originating from the σ bonds between carbon atoms and M the mass of a site.
The dynamics of the system relies on the Schrödinger
equation for the electrons and the Newtonian equation
for the classical phonons. The key issue turns out to be
the crossover between these two equations. One way on
the mean-field level is the so-called Ehrenfest dynamics,
in which the reduced density matrix of the electrons is
utilised in the Newtonian equation. Namely, the temporal
evolution of the phonons can be obtained by solving the
following equation:
M ü j (t ) = K[u j+1 (t ) + u j−1 (t ) − 2u j (t )]
+ 2αRe[ρ j, j−1 (t ) − ρ j+1, j (t )] − Mηu̇ j ,
(27)

where η is the damping coefficient and ρ is the reduced
density matrix defined as
ρ = |(t )(t )|,

(28)

with (t) being the time-dependent wavefunction of
electrons. If we intend to calculate the dynamics of a
polaron, for example, (t) is computed by t-DMRG with
the total number of electron being N + 1 and N being the
number of site on the lattice.
Herein, we take an example of triplet exciton dissociation as shown in Figure 4. In the computations, the
model parameters are those generally chosen for polyacetylene: t0 = 2.5 eV, α = 4.1 eV/Å, K = 21 eV/Å2 , M =
1349.14 eVfs2 /Å2 , a = 1.22 Å. In order to consider
the intermolecular hopping, we assume hoppings exist
between the donor and acceptor molecules and the hopping integral in the centre of the chain is set as 0.5 eV. It
is shown that upon photoexcitation the spin density wave
is formed in the central part of the conjugated polymer.
Due to the strong electron–phonon couplings within conjugated systems, there is strong connection between electronic structure and geometric structure. Therefore, the
π-conjugated system tends to relax down to the bottom
of the potential energy surface of the lowest triplet excited
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state. As could be found in Figure 4 that two spin density peaks emerge and depart from each other gradually
before they become close to the electron donor/acceptor
part. This is a soliton–antisoliton picture for the lowest
triplet excited state which has been revealed by previous
theoretical studies [82]. We also notice that such soliton–
antisoliton pair picture dissapears after the triplet exciton
is diffused to the donor–acceptor interface and the spin
density waves are then transferred to the electron donor
and acceptor parts through electron hoppings. We do
not find polaron-pair states during the charge separation
process.
6.2. Singlet fission process in a molecular dimer
As we just introduced, the singlet fission is a process that
a singlet exciton is split into two triplet excitons. In this
subsection, we present our t-DMRG simulation of singlet
fission in a dimer model in tetracene crystal. The model
Hamiltonian is written as
H = He + Hp + He−p .

(29)

Herein, the first term He represents the so-called Frenkelcharge transfer (CT) mixing model for the dimer [83],
that is


|iEi i| +
| jVi j i|,
(30)
He =
i

where â† (â) and b̂† (b̂) creates (annihilates) the local
and nonlocal phonons with the frequency ωL and ωNL ,
and γ L and γ NL are the coupling, respectively. Herein,
as we are concerning the dynamics of quantum coherence in the singlet fission process which is always of
picosecond timescale, the phonons are treated quantummechanically. So far, it is not easy to determine the
phonon modes that couples to the spin in an explicit
manner, so we should take a continuous phonon spectrum instead. Without generality, we suppose that the
phonon modes follow the similar spectral density function as that commonly utilised in the famous spin-boson
model, namely, J(ω) = 2παωc1−s ωs e−ω/ωc with α being
the dimensionless coupling strength, ωc being the cutoff
of the phonon frequency and s being the exponent. s < 0.5
denotes the regime of non-Markovian bath which would
give rise to a long-standing quantum coherence.
In the perspective of t-DMRG, the quantum phonon
bath cannot be straightforwardly dealt with except the
bath is mapped to a lattice chain with the form being
Equation (22). The mapping is actually available if we
make use of the orthogonal-polynomials transformation
to the bath, namely
ωμ = ξs (Pμ + Qμ ),

Nμ+1
tμ = −ξs Pμ
,
Nμ

i= j

where |i represents five possible states in the dimer,
including two singlet states |1 ࣕ |S1 , S0  and |2 ࣕ |S0 ,
S1 , two CT states |3 ࣕ |C, A and |4 ࣕ |A, C (C for
cation and A for anion), and one TT state |5 ࣕ |T1 , T1 ;
Ei is the respective energy of the state, and Vij is the transition energy from the state i to the state j. For the crystalline tetracene dimer, these parameters are taken from
Parker et al.’s recent ab initio electronic structure calculation [84], in which the dimer wave function is constructed via an active space decomposition strategy using
monomer wave functions computed by the restricted
active space (RAS) method: V13 = V31 = −0.051 eV,
V14 = V41 = −0.074 eV, V23 = V32 = −0.118 eV, V24 =
V42 = −0.111 eV, V35 = V53 = −0.081 eV,V45 = V54 =
0.056 eV, and other Vij ’s are zero. We also set ES1 ( ࣕ E1 =
E2 ) = 0.1 eV, ECT ( ࣕ E3 = E4 ) = 0.2 eV, and ETT ( ࣕ E5 ) =
−0.1 eV.
The second and third term of Hamiltonian (29) read
( = 1),
Hp = ωL â† â + ωNL b̂† b̂,

(31)

He−p = γL |55|(â† + â) + γNL (|33| + |44|)(b̂† + b̂),
(32)

(33)
(34)

with
(s + 1)[1 −  −(s+2) ]
ωc ,
(s + 2)[1 −  −(s+1) ]
 −μ (1 −  −(μ+s+1) )2
,
Pμ =
[1 −  −(2μ+s+1) ][1 −  −(2μ+s+2) ]
 −(μ+s) (1 −  −μ )2
,
Qμ =
[1 −  −(2μ+s) ][1 −  −(2μ+s+1) ]
 −μ(s+1) ( −1 ;  −1 )2μ
Nμ2 = −(s+1) −1 2
,
[
;  ]μ [1 −  −(2μ+s+1) ]
ξs =

(35)
(36)
(37)
(38)

where
[a; q]μ = (1 − a)(1 − aq) · · · (1 − aqμ−1 ),

(39)

and  is the discretisation parameter. As shown in our
papers [57,58], the orthogonal-polynomials representation for the quantum phonon bath is DMRG friendly and
can lead to satisfactorily accurate results.
Figure 5 shows the time evolution of population on the
states S1 S0 , S0 S1 , CA, AC and TT, respectively, with the
initial state being S1 S0 . One can find there are two stages:
In the first stage, the population on S1 S0 quickly decreases
and that on TT accordingly grows, which is explicitly the
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pyrazine molecule as an example. It is well known that
there are two excited states S1 and S2 coupling to 24 vibrational modes [85–87]. The first state S1 corresponds to
the normal π − π * process, while the second state S2 is a
vibronic one with relatively broad absorption spectrum.
The transition between these two states, namely the IC,
has been clearly determined on the experimental side. It is
thus a very good benchmarking instance for the dynamics
approach to test computing the spectral features.
The Hamiltonian for describing the relaxation from S2
to S1 can be written as
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H = He + Hp .
Figure . Time evolution of population on the states S S , S S , CA,
AC and TT, respectively.

singlet fission process in an ultrafast timescale; In the
second stage, the populations on these electronic states
slowly change and importantly there emerges beating
modes for both singlet and CT states. The beating stems
from the Davydov splitting as well as the participation
of quantum phonons. Essentially, in the dynamics we
observe the change of CT population, which implies that
the CT states do not just act as a virtual bridge state as
some researchers stated. More discussions are referred to
the relevant research article [57].

6.3. Intersystem crossing in pyrazine
t-DMRG could also be applied to simulate the nonadiabatic dynamics in realistic molecular or material system. Here, we take the intersystem crossing (IC) of a

(40)

Herein, the first term He represents the Hamiltonian for
the two excited states, namely

He =

− 0
,
0


where  is the energy of the excited state. The phonon
parts of the Hamiltonian writes
Hp =


ν

+


ων â†ν âν



+

(â†1

+ â1 ) ·


(â†ν

+ âν ) ·

ν =1

κν1
0

0
κν2

0 λ
λ 0
,

where the first vibrational mode off-diagonally couples to
the excited states with the coupling strength being λ, and
the other modes diagonally couple to the excited states
with the coupling strength being κ 1 and κ 2 , respectively.
The frequency and coupling strength could be found in
Ref. [85]. There are four primary modes out of the 24:

Figure . Time evolution of (a) population of S and (b) autocorrelation function in a pyrazine molecule.
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Three of them are diagonal coupling modes, and the
remaining one is the off-diagonal mode.
Figure 6 shows the results of both population and
autocorrelation function in pyrazine. As known from the
experimental absorption spectrum, when the initial state
is S2 , there will be an obvious recurrence at 60–80 fs.
This most pronounced feature of pyrazine has been well
captured by the t-DMRG simulation, as one can find in
both population and autocorrelation function evolution
a bulge at around 70 fs. The primary vibrational modes
are responsible for this feature, implying that the t-DMRG
has essentially got the proper phonon structure of the
realistic molecule. However, we would also like to say
that, the fine details of the dynamics are still not fully
rebuilt since the off-diagonal coupling challenges almost
all the quantum dynamics method. Through comparing with other numerical results, it is undoubtedly the
t-DMRG method that is able to be applied for the realistic systems. The improvements of t-DMRG algorithm
for more accurate simulation of the excited-state nonadiabatic dynamics in pyrazine are still in progress.

7. Conclusion and outlook
In more than two decades, DMRG has been shown to be
very accurate and efficient for finding the true equilibrium or steady-state quantities of (quasi-)1D large and
strongly correlated systems and applied successfully to
many fields, from physics to chemistry. Compared to
other methods, DMRG has got well-controlled precision with moderate computational cost, and more importantly, it exhibits ready portability in different usage environment. On the other hand, a more strict theoretical
framework, the MPS representation, participates in optimising and developing the algorithm, making the family of DMRG-based approaches more efficient and powerful. As one have read in this review, the DMRG method
has been involved in from static to dynamic scenarios
since 2002. The many variants of static and adaptive tDMRG as well as time-evolving MPS provide new means
to explore the real-time quantum dynamics, including
responses to the external time-dependent perturbations
and their dynamics far from equilibrium. As reviewed,
e.g. the t-DMRG approach has been recently applied to
several realistic chemical problems such as the exciton
dissociation in the polymer chain, the singlet fission in
acenes and the IC in pyrazine. Nevertheless, while quantum chemistry theory brought DMRG into the framework in a very early stage, it is not completed yet. Two
essential issues should still be carefully considered in
t-DMRG: the long-range electronic coupling and the
electron-phonon coupling.

In realistic molecular systems, electrons interact with
each other via the long-range Coulomb force, so that the
long-range interactions are essential in dealing with a
realistic chemical system. DMRG, in a traditional manner, loses its precision of several orders while dealing
with the long-range interaction. This is because the nonlocal correlation induced by the long-range interaction
makes the reduced density matrix maximally mixed and
a number of important states are thrown away during
the DMRG truncation. Recent advances fixed this problem to an extent by considering many improvements,
e.g. doubling the time window for targeting the wavefunction [24], or time-evolving a MPS by using compact
MPOs [33]. Rather, one should still figure out the balance between the precision and efficiency before dealing
with long-range interactions. Phonons are the other critical ingredient in mimicking the realistic systems, especially organic molecules. The basic difficulty of simulating
phonon system stems from the infinite dimension of the
local Fock space. So far, we have not got a generic and systematic way for this long-standing problem, since we can
only deal with the systems with relatively weak electronphonon coupling which induces very few phonons in
each mode. In addition, when the off-diagonal couplings
taken into account are with the strength comparable to
those of diagonal couplings, the ground state will get high
degeneracy and the method collapses very easily. In 2016,
we have developed a method, so-called the symmetrically
optimised phonon basis, which may serve as a settlement
for this issue [88]. Moreover, for the relatively strong coupling cases, there are two possible ways to go. The first way
is transforming the bare phonon states to coherent states
in the local space. Based on this idea, one has to develop
an approach to determine the effective displacement for
each coherent state; The variational method might be in
play. The second way is trying to separate the Fock space
of one mode into several sites by either a direct division
or an effective mapping based on some kind of symmetry. By doing so, the problem of phonons comes down to
the problem of long-range interaction, and one can then
adopt the methods that are efficient for the latter.
Compared with other full quantum dynamics
approaches, such as the multi-configuration timedependent Hartree (MCTDH) [89], quasi-adiabatic
path integral (QUAPI) [90] and hierarchy equations of
motion (HEOM) [91], t-DMRG is in some case easy to
be adapted for different physical models. It consumes
relatively short computing time for a certain degree
of precision. Rather, the code of t-DMRG is somehow
complicated for a new entrant. There are also a few
issues that are still not solved. An example is the initial
state for time evolution. In the framework of DMRG, an
initial state must be obtained via complicated optimising
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processes: It is not very convenient to construct a specific
initial state of interest. In particular, when one intends
to calculate the coherent electronic spectra, one has to
calculate the time evolution of a series of initial states.
In this context, the development of new approaches for
constructing a certain initial state is still in demand.
Once we are on the stage of efficient time evolution computation, it is quite rational to move on to the
spectral simulations through the Fourier transformation
from the time domain to the frequency domain. So far,
main investigations focus on the cold atoms and stronglycorrelated systems. For instance, the one-dimensional
Hubbard model as well as the Luttinger liquid have been
extensively studied, especially their photoemission spectra [92–94]. In these studies, the interaction is set to be
rather strong so that the system is fully gapped and the
t-DMRG approach could be pretty credible. For a generic
model, the computation of Green function, which is the
kernel of the spectra, suffers poor precision and efficiency.
Last but not the least, let us discuss more on the
temperature effect. The state-of-the-art t-DMRG method
works at zero temperature: there are very few researches
on the development of finite-temperature DMRG or
imaginary-time dependent DMRG. A rational strategy is
to work in the Krylov representation to get the finitetemperature effect [21], but the efficiency is inadequate.
Afterward, in order to run an efficient imaginary-time
evolution of the states, there emerge several advanced
methods. The first is the so-called minimally entangled
typical quantum states developed by White, which comprises iterative measurements on the maximally entangled states to obtain the classical product states [95]. This
method introduces stochastic operations making the precision poorly controlled. The second is to employ the
Lanczos procedure to construct a reduced space for the
excited states and thus calculate the evolution based on it
[96]. The efficiency of this method depends on whether
the Lanczos procedure produces sufficient set of typical
states in the thermal equilibrium. The third is to additionally introduce auxiliary degrees of freedom which are
maximally entangled with the system [97]. By tracing out
the auxiliary ones, which consumes relatively large computing resources, the finite-temperature effect is subsequently obtained. To summarise, these finite-temperature
DMRG methods have got their own drawbacks in practical applications, and thus it is meaningful in any ways to
optimise and develop the algorithm.
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